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A woman's revenge and a man's honor meet on a collision course.Isaac Gilpatrick witnesses the
killing of old Marshall Blodgett, and when his mother Ione is threatened with death - or worse - he is
intimidated into remaining silent. But the guilt he carries wears at Isaac's nerves, until he can bear it
no longer and vows to put the information into the new marshal's hands.Unfortunately, Marshal TJ
Osgood arrives in town too late. He finds Isaac silenced for good after a crooked judge ordered him
hanged. Now, with an under-aged deputy and a hound dog as his only allies, Osgood must sort out
the truth, protect the bereaved Ione Gilpatrick, and bring a rough bunch of backwoods timber
thieves to justice. That is, if Ione doesn't beat him to it....
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New sheriff arrives in town, immediately finds vigilante justice. The action is straight forward, the
characters are believable, the plot plausible, the reading enjoyment ever-present. TJ Osgood is a
fine example of an old west upright man, in the tradition of Gary Cooper in High Noon (but younger
and more human), beset by bad men who need to get their comeuppance. You learn about the

Idaho Territory and its environs through the plot, and that plot takes you back to a "simpler" time,
where crime solving was still done, but without forensics. Good book to enjoy.I did receive an ARC
for an honest review.

He was the new sheriff in town and the first thing to greet him was a body, left to swing from a
hangmanâ€™s noose. The kid had been tried, found guilty and sentenced, but it was a one-man
town and that man owned the judge and jury..Great characters, page-turning action, plenty of twists
and turns, and nothing comes easy in a brawling ruthless town ruled by a hard man and his equally
hard-fisted lumberjacks. For most of them, death was just another way out of town. Well worth the
time.NOTE â€“ The above is based on a preview copy sent with a request for this unbiased review

I receiver a free advanced copy on my promise to provide an honest review of this book. This is one
of the most enjoyable books I have read in awhile. The first page reaches out and grabs you and
then refuses to let you go. A new marshal with a questionable past is brought in to Black Crossing to
replace the previous Marshal who was shot in the back and killed. As the story starts to unfold you
won't be able to lay the book down. As soon as you think you have figured it out, the plot throws you
a curve and your back to square one. You won't be disappointed with Black Crossing.

US deputy Marshall enters town to start his new job and is greeted with a body hanging in front of
the local saloon! Seems the town is run by and owned by a timber lord. His learns that the lad
hanging was a fixed deal as he learns that he was a witness to the killing of the sheriff before him.
Well written and fast action makes this a good read. I was given a free copy in response of a honest
review, which I have done.I hope to see more from this author.

As the story opens with strange but realistic scenes of the old west, it quickly picks up speed with
action-packed scenes and believable characters! A combination of justice and injustice swing back
and forth to the end. More realistic and believable than many westerns, the author holds the
readers' interest throughout. A good read. I submit this honest review in exchange for being given a
pre-release copy to read.

Totally enjoyable for western fans. Set in northern Idaho, deals with injustice, men who think they
are above the law, vengeful mother, aging Marshall and the timber industry. Very entertaining and
hard to put down. The characters are believable and the action and suspense are woven into

everyday life. I recommend it as a good way to spend a rainy afternoon. I was pleased to give this
review for an advanced copy.

A western with a different slant. Tree rustling was taken just as seriously as cattle rustling and the
villains treated just as severely. I r received an advance copy of this book in exchange for an honest
review. I enjoyed this western mystery that involves a different subject and takes place in a part of
their west that is not often written about. A good, well written story.

A very good western book that is well written and engaging. I enjoyed it so much I could not put it
down and finished in one sitting. If you are a fan of western stories, you will certainly like it too.I
received a free, advance copy of this book in return for an honest review.
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